
Hurley Sunday 2’s Vs Woodley (40 overs per side) 

Sunday 23
rd

 May - Hurley won the toss and elected to Bat 

Batsmen How Out Bowler Total 

S. Kelly Ct Brar Khan 28 

R. Tait Bowled Khan 20 

P. Hinnell Jnr Ct Amin Riaz 8 

T. Hooper Ct Freame Adams 2 

J. Simon Not Out   35* 

C. Selvage Bowled Ahmed 2 

A. Brackstone Ct Riaz Amin 29 

R. Campbell Bowled  Ali 12 

N. Adams Run Out   2 

D. Masters  Bowled  Riaz 3  

R. Simon  Not Out    4* 

    Extras 35 

    Total 184 

 

Bowler Overs Maidens Runs Wickets 

T. Khan 8 1 37 2 

M. Houghton 5 0 44 0 

F. Ahmed 7 2 11 2 

A. Riaz 7 0 25 2 

S. Sharif 5 2 18 0 

O. Amin 2 1 7 1 

S.Brah 3 0 23 0 

A.Ali 3 2 3 1 

 

  



Batsmen How Out Bowler Total 

O. Amin LBW Campbell 6 

A. Riaz Bowled Adams 48 

S. Brar Ct Campbell R. Simon 23 

A. Ali Retired 

 

50 

J. Anjum Bowled Campbell 12 

T. Khan Bowled Campbell 0 

M. Houghton LBW R. Simon 3 

S. Sharif Ct Masters Brackstone 5 

F. Ahmed Ct Masters Brackstone 0 

J. Raja Ct Tait  Brackstone 4 

G. Jackson  Not Out   0* 

    Extras 24 

    Total 175 

 

Bowler Overs Maidens Runs Wickets 

R. Campbell 8 1 31 3 

A. Brackstone 5.2 2 23 3 

C. Selvage 4 0 28 0 

R. Simon 4 1 14 2 

N. Adams 5 1 23 1 

D. Masters 2 0 31 0 

S. Kelly 5 2 14 0 

 

Hurley  won by 9 runs 

 

  



On the day the whole world (especially the Waltons) was eagerly anticipating the finale of TV 

phenomenon Lost, the Hurley Sunday 2XI produced a thrilling finish of their own, albeit with marginally 

less beautiful people. 

On another scorching day befitting of a pacific island Hooper was relieved to win the toss and elect to 

bat. This decision was more than vindicated as Sam Kelly (28) and Robert Tait (20) put on 59 for the first 

wicket in just 5 overs. However the introduction of the miserly Ahmed (2-11 off 7 overs) soon turned 

things around for Woodley and with Hinnell Jnr, Hooper and Selvage all back in the hutch it was up to 

Jonathan Simon to assume the role of Jack Shepherd and lead the side to safety in his own brave style. 

Despite taking 19 balls to get off the mark, Jonno soon got going and scored a crucial 35* to give Hurley 

something to defend. He was ably supported by Adam Brackstone who contributed a useful 29 and the 

returning Rennie Campbell who hit a powerful 12. Robert Simon also chipped in with a quick 4* off 3 

balls as the Simon brothers left the Island outfield having got Hurley to 184-9 off their 40 overs. 

Hurley retook the field knowing that quick wickets were essential to ensure the potentially quick-scoring 

Woodley batsmen did not build any momentum. The Dharma initiative was taken as Campbell pinned 

Amin (6) in front of the stumps with a swinging delivery. However at the other end ‘Boom Boom’ Riaz 

was living up to his nickname with some big hitting that was as lusty as me whenever Kate Austin is on 

screen. Brar (23) gave Amin good support but when Bert got him with the Slower Ball™ (caught by 

Campbell at mid wicket) Hurley had just a chance. 

This optimism did not last long though as the left handed Ali (50) seemingly took the game completely 

out Hurley’s grasp with a dominant display of hitting. Despite the field being spread he simply found the 

gaps at will leaving the skipper scratching his head at how to dismiss him. With only 41 needed off a lot 

of overs, Ali retired himself (head scratching over) and this proved to be a significant decision. 

Anyone who watches Lost will know that often an extended number of hours of people frolicking in the 

sunshine can be boiled down to 20 minutes of pure action and even though JJ Abrams was conspicuous 

by his absence at HCC, the boys exemplified this theory as the final 7 wickets fell for 31 runs in a 

blistering spell. The tidy Adams (5-1-23-1) finally bowled Riaz for 48 as he tried one swashbuckling blow 

too many and all of a sudden Hurley tails were up. 

A terrific spell of 5 overs for only 14 runs by Kelly set the tone while Campbell took 2 further wickets to 

finish on smashing figures of 8-1-31-3, particularly as it was his first match of the season. Robert Simon, 

who has previously been compared (or so he tells us) to smouldering heart-throb and con-artist Sawyer 

made another breakthrough and finished with 2 for 14 off 4 overs, figures that he was more than good 

value for and not deceitful at all. However the main drama was provided by the debutant Bracko. With 

Hurley going for broke and sensing blood, a slip cordon was assembled and Brackstone duly shot the 

Sharif (5) as he could only guide a beauty of a delivery into the eternally safe hands of Masters. 

Incredibly Brackstone then also got the deputy (Marley, B. 1973) as with the very next delivery an 

absolutely identical ball, shot and catch by ice-in-his-veins-Masters saw Ahmed sent on his way for a 

golden duck. Fittingly it was Bracko (5.2-2-23-3) who sealed the win as Hurley’s answer to 



Lost’s.....um....Hurley, Robby Tait (wisecracks, often eating) pouched a top-edged pull from Raja (4) to 

seal what is undoubtedly one of the 2’s best victories of all time. 

Man of the Match – Adam Brackstone, Runner-up Jonathan Simon. 

 


